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2008, the beginning of a journey
Launch of Skills Development Scotland in April 2008 
marked the beginning of a step change in the delivery 
of careers, skills and training services in Scotland
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Delivering service through multiple channels
Skills Development Scotland deliver careers, skills 
and training services using a number of delivery 
channels - on-line and person-to-person
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Opportunity to study embedding design: 
at multiple levels . . .
elements of which can be seen in My World of Work
M.Des Design Innovation - 
service design thesis on SDS 
by Sarah Drummond
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. . . and over multiple relationships
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Our commitment to our customers is to:
• co-create solutions with em, for them
• design solutions around their actual demand
• ask why they demand our services, and focus 
on the outcome required
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Parallels in innovation
INNOVATION IN PUBLIC SERVICES  Literature Review  
 
Introduction  
This literature review was undertaken as part of the Innovation in Public Services 
Project. This project is funded by the Local Government Association (LGA); the 
Improvement and Development Agency (IDeA); and the National School of 
Government (formerly the Centre for Management and Policy Studies).  The 
project seeks to develop a process by which the lessons from innovation to date 
could be applied to four or five particular policy commitments.  The aim is to both 
support delivery in those particular areas and develop a broader approach to 
innovation across public services.   
 
According to Mulgan and Albury (2003), whilst a substantial body of research has 
emerged in the past four decades on innovation in the private sector, a significant 
knowledge gap exists with regard to innovation within the public sector, where 
quality research on the subject is rather limited. The aim of this paper is to provide 
an overview of innovation in relation to the public sector, drawing on UK, 
European and American empirical and theoretical reports (1999 to current). In 
addition, it presents illustrative examples of public sector innovation, either UK-
based or international, with a national or local focus.  The paper is divided into 
two parts.  
Part I discusses the following: 
 
why innovation within public services and policy is important;  
the key concepts in understanding what innovation is, especially in view of 
the complexity of the subject; 
the main trends in public sector innovation;  
the methods, mechanisms and contexts that have been known to foster 
innovation in the public sector; 
the main barriers to innovation; and 
the lessons that the public sector can learn from the private sector with 
regard to successful innovation. 
 
Part II presents in detail five examples of public sector innovation, each 
highlighting a  different focus, methods and mechanisms of implementation, 
success factors and  lessons for innovation in public services.  In particular, it 
presents examples of:  
innovations involving changes in characteristics and design of service 
products and production processes, e.g. NHS Direct; 
delivery innovation, e.g. Liverpool Congestion Charge; 
administrative and organisational innovation, e.g. NYPD Reform; 
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Innovation in the Public Sector 
 
 
Publin Report No. D9 
 
 
On the differences 
between public 
and private sector 
innovation 
 
By Thomas Halvorsen, 
Johan Hauknes, Ian 






This document is a report produced by the PUBLIN research project. PUBLIN is part of the Programme for research, 
technological development and demonstration on "Improving the human research potential and the socio-economic 
knowledge base,1998-2002" under the EU 5th Framework Programme.  For more information, see www.step.no/publin/.  
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Building design capability
10 Lessons from the 
Propagation of Design Practice 
in Organ isations
Our work at Engine over the last ten years has taught us that 
great services need great organisations. So it often happens that, 
by designing a service, we address an organisational challenge. 
Today, we apply design thinking and design methods to business 
challenges at many levels, from the design of touchpoints and 
experiences, through to the development of teams and their 
skills to designing collaboratively in response to customer need. 
The subject for design has extended beyond the service product, 
to the people, processes, purpose and culture of organisations.
We believe that there are two key areas 
that must be addressed to support 
organisational change: modelling and 
making tangible new ways of working 
and the development of a ‘design 
platform’ – a core structure and its 
components that support teams in 
working in new ways. The objective is 
always to allow people to learn through 
doing and to create the conditions that 
will allow new tools and ways of working 
to be propagated beyond a single team. 
These two areas must be developed in 
tandem, so that new practices can be 
freely modelled and adapted as needs 
arise. We have put together some key 
lessons on the implementation of design-
led practices within an organisation: 
1. New Practices are Linked to a Clear 
Service Vision
A service vision has to be supported from 
the top and be relevant at every level. 
This means the vision is aspirational but 
clearly actionable for those looking to 
implement it. The actionable elements 
of the vision should describe how the 
organisation behaves and, importantly, 
the role that it should adopt in the lives 
of customers. The process of creating a 
vision is critical: it needs high levels of 
collaboration and a structure that allows 
it to evolve over time.
2. The Reasons for Adoption of New 
Practices are Advocated from the Top
When reasons to adopt new ways of 
working are advocated from the top and 
By Joe Heapy and Julie McManus
Joe Heapy,  
Co-founder and director,  
Engine Service Design.
With roots in industrial product 
design, Joe is an engaging 
advocate of the social value of 
design in improving people’s 
lives. Joe has worked with 
many of Engine’s clients 
across sectors to improve 
business performance and the 
experiences of service users.
Julie McManus, 
Knowledge manager,  
Engine Service Design.
As knowledge manager at 
Engine, Julie ensures that 
nothing we learn gets lost. 
From collating our best work to 
gaining new insights from each 
project, Julie keeps everyone 
up to date, sharing and 
transferring what we know to 
everyone in the company.
68 
NHS Institute for Innovation and 
Improvement
Engi e S rvice Design
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Denotes ‘Lead - Head of’’ Supplementary role
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Key Processes 
The NHS Institute Design team is small and responsive; it seeks to provide high impact, innovative
solutions for the NHS that are both robust and rapidly developed. The use of an evidence based
development process that enables innovation and creativity whilst maintaining effective governance
and decision making, is key to the creation of these solutions (Diagram 1). 
Diagram 1- An illustration of the NHS Institute Design work process. 
Scanning and networks ensures that there is a constant flow of new ideas and insights from a
diverse range of sources (both healthcare and non-healthcare) to contribute to future innovation for
the NHS. Key networks are critical to this function, including the NHS
Institute Fellows, national patient groups and the Faculty. As well as inputting into this early stage,
these networks are also our key partners during the rapid cycle and context testing phases. 
Ideas Channels are already recognised as highly successful mechanisms to gather both new and
existing ideas that can contribute massively to raising quality and reducing the cost of health
services by effectively engaging with frontline NHS staff and the public. 
All new ideas, be they from internal staff, future scanning, Department of Health, frontline
organisations or others, will present within the design function and will go through a decision
making process to assess their suitability for rapid cycle content testing. This is a critical
component of the design process carried out in 30, 60 and 90 day periods which tests the content
of an idea, creates new learning and enables effective decisions to be made about the ideas and
programmes that the NHS Institute will take forward for further context testing and development.
Inputs to this phase will include:
• brand new ideas for initial exploration
• extensions to existing products for example to include another clinical setting
• refresh of existing products to increase their relevance for the NHS. 
Outputs from this phase will include significant learning, new methodologies, thought pieces, ideas
that should go no further but are kept in our knowledge bank, ideas that are offered to other


















SDS - Service Design & Innovation
NHS Institute Design team
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Develop a common vocabulary and language
Use of external consultants can 
facilitate delivery and communication of 
current thinking
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Disseminate design thinking & processes
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Facilitate dissemination and embedding
In-house design team use workshops 
and working alongside colleagues to 
disseminate design methods & practices
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Disseminating design, delivering value
Results promote confidence in process
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Management have to be on-board
Management have to embrace the 
design process, tools and methods too
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Failure or iteration
Iteration - an important element of the design process
Change culture from one of risk averse and 
where failure is punished to one of iteration.
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Adopt, adapt and re-interpret
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Just as DNA propagates, so to 
must embedding design practice 
evolve and mutate to remain 
current and effective
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ARecognise rest of organisation not 
developing design 
capability
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C Organisation builds design capability and 
converges towards in-
house design team
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Strategic level where 
directorate prefer service 
design team to operate
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Strategic level where 
directorate prefer service 
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Strategic level where 
directorate prefer service 






Respond to deliver 
business value & 
support delivery of 
projects
C
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How to develop 
strategy while 
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• not so close that lose identity
• close enough to be objective & effective
• not so far away that consider external to 
core business
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Embedding, in short . . .
• Instil ‘design readiness’ from the top and as early as possible.
• Create a common design vocabulary & language, and use it.
• Disseminate design thinking & processes.
• Get management on-board and keep them there.
• Re-interpret and develop tools and methods.
• Learn what’s working and what’s not while still delivering value.
• Reflect, re-phrase and do it all again.
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And remember . . .
It can take time!
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